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In this issue we focus on:
l £48 billion of fake news
l Pre-tax-year-end action

With Philip Hammond’s Spring Budget just a month away, I thought I should look again at the critical issue of
pensions’ tax relief – and of any realistic prospect of radical reform.

£48 billion of fake news
Pensions’ tax relief is a well peppered political target. Referred to by the Treasury as a ‘cost’ and criticised openly
in parliament for its ‘unequal distribution of benefit’, it does at first glance, look very vulnerable. 
In a report published by HMRC last September, it was calculated that in the tax year ended 5/4/2015, the tax relief
enjoyed by members of all Registered Pension Schemes came to £34.2 billion. To this figure HMRC add a further
£13.8 billion of ‘loss’ to National Insurance Contributions in the year. Their combined total of £48 billion made a
headline grabbing amount – and may yet figure strongly in the Chancellor’s plans for his Spring Budget. 

£48 billion is of course a colossal sum – but for completeness of picture we should diminish it by crediting the £12
billion of income tax collected by HMRC in the same tax year, on pensions in payment. Putting this figure back in,
must be arithmetically sound but HM Treasury choose to disregard it on the grounds that this taxable pension
income is generated from historic contributions - and in their eyes, falls out of the equation when assessing current-
year government deficits! 

So is the £48 billion ‘cost’ beginning to look like ‘fake news’? On closer inspection we find that over 60% of the
figure relates to contributions made into Company Occupational Pensions Schemes, with 4/5ths of the amount
being employer contributions. Next, at 20% of the £48 billion, is the relief granted upon scheme investment income.
Personal Pension contribution relief comes next, accounting for about 15% of the total, with what remains being
taken-up by relief upon self-employed contributions.

Workplace Pensions, the government’s compulsory auto-enrolment employee pension initiative which started 5
years ago, is now finally in place with most of UK’s employers. Although initial compulsory contribution rates are
very low, these contributions would form part of the £20 billion of Personal Pension contributions paid in the 2014/15
tax year. This £20 billion of Personal Pension contributions was sourced from both employers and employees in
roughly equal measure. 

Workplace Pensions are steadily becoming a real success story. From hesitant beginnings – and only modest
contributions, they encompass ever more employee members, and record steadily increasing contribution
amounts. Evidence of this success won’t become apparent until more up-to-date tax year-end details are known.
In any event, the increasingly positive outcome of this government initiative is a rare pensions ‘good news’ story –
perhaps worthy of more government support.

What then, do we deduce from these developments and statistics?
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We conclude, that whilst the taxation (and NIC) reliefs within the current pension contribution and investment 
structures are probably unsustainable, the pincer movement of the successful installation of private Workplace 
Pensions and governmental withdrawal from meaningful State Pension provision, inhibit any outright removal of 
contribution tax relief or wholesale restructuring of the system. 

I think the current contribution relief system will, in due course be consigned to the bin – and replaced with a 
straight tax credit into member’s Scheme Accounts. In my March Bulletin, I explained that the system and structure 
by which Basic Rate income tax relief is granted as a credit upon contributions into Personal Pension arrangements 
and all ‘defined contribution’ Schemes registered for relief at source. These existing structures grant the Basic 
Rate taxpayer with an additional 25 pence on top of every pound saved. Should this tax credit route be adopted 
throughout the system, and pension tax relief is granted not at 20% as now but at a flat rate of, say 25%, then this 
would enable a Chancellor to promote the benefit of “adding an additional 33pence to every £1 saved” in an 
authorised pension arrangement. 

Under ‘flat-rate’ relief structures, HMRC’s administration burden is greatly minimised with higher-rate relief 
becoming an awkward Tax-Return claim. Future decisions on pension tax-credit rates would be easy to make, 
perhaps becoming a yearly budgetary decision.

Having said all of this, I still think that universally applied flat-rate contribution tax credit structure is a long way off. 
It would require far too much of the governments time and effort at this point. There are rather more important 
tasks to tackle over the next couple of years! Nevertheless, further curtailment of higher-rate relief will always remain 
a strong possibility.

Pre-tax-year-end action 
Should you be in a position to benefit from higher-rate relief on a pension contribution in this tax-year – and should 
such contribution be both advisable and available, then act now. Take advice, both on the merits on contributing 
and the relief available to you. Consider any ‘Unused Annual Allowance’ from the two preceding tax years and the 
income tax relief that bringing them into the current tax year might deliver.

Those aged over 55 who are taxed at higher-rate and are in receipt of both earned income and pension income 
– could consider making a pension contribution of up to £10,000 into a Money Purchase arrangement. Both a 
cash lump sum and drawdown can be uplifted in a future tax year when perhaps only a basic-rate income tax 
liability might arise. Current seeks to restrict the use of this pension freedom by limiting the contribution amount. 
This ‘Money Purchase Annual Allowance’ was introduced on 06/04/2015 at £10,000 – but is set to be scaled 
back to a mere £4,000 from 6th April this year. 

Worthy of swift action before the tax year-end?
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